Webinar
This is the page to describe the webinar using BigBlueButton

Requirements / wishlist:

- Export Tiki Calendar via CalDAV using SabreDAV, so it can be imported to other systems like Google Calendar
- Invite others
  - Keep track of the invites
  - Respond with comments once confirmed
- Set language of webinar
- Fix Share in Tiki Event Calendar
- Use up credits when using BBB resources
- Confirm your participation
  - Possible with calendar event Participants (basic freeform field for anonymous)
- Give feedback at the end of the Webinar
- Send reminder email to confirmed guests
  - Include in the email reminder a World Clock Converter
- Live polling
  - Likely to be done in BigBlueButton
- Tiki Slideshow used in BigBlueButton

See demo at: http://tiki.org/Webinar
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